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An Investigation of the Difficulties Encountered by Senior High School Debaters in 

Making Arguments 

Aditya Purnama Saputra wibisono 

Satya Wacana Christian University 

Abstract 

       Many debating competitions are now held for senior high school students. Most of 

schools have debating organizations as means for students to learn English. One of the 

most fundamental problems for senior high school debater lies on their incapability to 

produce a good argument. The general purpose this study is to examine the difficulties in 

making arguments that senior high school debaters encountered. This study is a 

qualitative study. A total of six participants of senior high school debaters in Salatiga 

were asked to make a regular journal pertaining to difficulties they faced when they 

finished debating. Afterwards, those six students were interviewed to gain more details 

on their answer. The result showed that there were three main difficulties senior high 

school encountered, such as, difficulty in arguments preparation, difficulty in making 

claims, and difficulty in developing arguments.  

 

Key words: Arguments, difficulty, debate, senior high school debaters 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Today, the proliferation of debate, especially for competition, is now widely 

scattered around Indonesia, especially on senior high school. They often send its 

delegation to join particular debating competition conducted in regional or national level. 

Furthermore, critical thinking is always the main aim of conducting a debate, since 

students will always have to evaluate, make a reason, and think about factors considered 

in making claims. According to Paul and Elder (2006), a well-cultivated critical thinker 

solves a complex problem by raising vital questions, gathering relevant information, 

determining findings, and communicating effectively. However, most debaters still find it 

difficult to construct a good argument when they are about to debate. 
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This study is triggered by the fact that argument is one of the primary 

factors that will determine the performance of debaters and to determine whether you win 

or lose in any debating competition. Essentially, as a coach I do witness some dilemmas 

when my students are trying to build up their arguments. In order make good arguments, 

as stated by Parcher (1998), students need to master the content thoroughly when 

preparing for the debate. Moreover, Bell (1982) also stated that preparing for a debate 

requires students to use library resources, take notes, define terms, formulate arguments 

and rebuttals, develop critical thinking skills, and work as a team. This study is intended 

to figure out the difficulties in making arguments encountered by senior high school 

debaters. Besides, this study also looks for factors that cause those difficulties happen. By 

having two research questions; what are difficulties  encountered by senior high school 

debaters in making arguments and what factors that cause those difficulties happen, this 

study is hoped to find out problems experienced by senior high school debaters in 

constructing their arguments. 

Theoretical Framework 

Basically, when we are talking about the difficulties in the debate, it is better to 

know what debate is from the very first place, as well some elements exist within the 

debate. According to Freeley and Steinberg (2005), debate refers to a process of 

considering multiple viewpoints and arriving at a judgment and use it to convince others 

to agree with them. Debate is totally different from ordinary speech or even dialog, since 

it requires more than one person, but it is not a conversation. Debate is an activity to 

share one‟s idea upon particular topic, usually with the term “agree” or “disagree”.  So, 
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fundamentally, debate requires a debatable topic whose notion of right or wrong is not 

obvious.  

According to Freeley (1972) parliamentary debating has several characteristics. 

Firstly, debate will always talk upon the issue that is still in the “grey” line, meaning that 

the notion of true or false is still blurring. Thus, speakers are demanded to give that their 

argumentations. Secondly debate requires a problem solving toward certain issues. It goes 

on whether the problem wants to be passed or postponed or defeated. Thirdly, it protects 

the right of minority and majority. This issue will always appear in most of the motion, 

since it talks about societal condition which consists of those groups of people.  Lastly, 

debating is impartial, meaning that it is unbiased. The rule or procedures is applied to all 

members. For example, every speaker will be required to give their argumentations and to 

defend it.  

Essentially, in accordance with Quinn (2005), debate does also have a system. There 

are three systems in debating, such as Asian, Austral-Asian- and British Parliamentary. 

Indeed, each of them has their own characteristic. However, generally, they have 

similarities in basic guidance. All of those types of course require two opposing team as 

the members, affirmative/government team to be in favors with the issue, and 

negative/opposition team to be against the motion. Motion itself is something to be 

debated upon. Unlike the Asian and Austral-Asian system that require only two teams for 

one room and one battle, British parliamentary requires 4 teams for one room and one 

battle. However, that is only a minor disparity among those systems.  

Prior to the debate, we have a process called “case building”. Johnson (1992), said 

that it was really impossible for teams to be able to prepare for every case perfectly; good 
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and reasonable and logical elaboration, the supported with an empirical fact, thus case 

building helps teams to prepare what they want to say. Essentially, case building helps 

team to arrange their arguments accordingly, thus it will be easy for the others or listener 

or judges to follow. Based on my experience as a debater case building also gives a 

chance for the team to share what each of them has in mind, thus create a solid and a 

good arrangement of case.  

The next element in the debate is arguments. As mentioned previously, argument is 

the heart of the debate. There will be no debate if there is no argument. Trapp (1993) 

stated that arguments are the main essence in a debate. An argument is a process of 

delivering personal opinion with logical reasoning upon certain issue resolved. According 

to Rieke and Silars (1993), “argumentation is the communicative process of advancing, 

supporting, criticizing, and modifying claims so that appropriate decision makers may 

grant or deny faithfulness”. During the debate, speakers are required to produce argument 

in order to convince the adjudicators.  

According to my experience as a debater, argument itself has three components to be 

completed. Arguments need to be well elaborated so that adjudicator can weigh the value 

of your arguments. Speaker‟s arguments need to follow A-R-E-L (Assertion, Reasoning, 

Evidence, Link). First is assertion. Assertion or claim is a speaker‟s opinion derives from 

their emotional feeling upon particular issue. It is mostly in a form of a full sentence. 

Secondly, reasoning is a speaker‟s elaboration or logical explanation that answers the 

question why they value their claim. Reasoning will give a deeper explanation for the 

speaker‟s claim. The third is evidence. A pure logical argument is not completely enough 

to overthrow the opponent. Thus, evidence is needed to prove that there is precedence, 
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statistic data, or any real data that can convince the audience and the adjudicators even 

more. Those elements are surely urgent to be completed within each argument debaters 

are trying o create. Thus, it is very imperative to make sure whether senior high school 

debaters can successfully complete those elements 

Talking about arguments, there are several skills needed in order to be able to build a 

well-constructed argument. The first obvious matter is a critical thinking. According to 

Vo & Morris (2006), the objective of the debate is to emerge a long term goal of training 

the mind to think analytically and critically. Critical thinking during the debate is used to 

define the problems, asses the credibility of sources, identifying the changing assumption, 

recognizing inconsistencies, and prioritizing the relevance of various points within 

overall arguments. Secondly is an effective brainstorming skill. According to Fernald & 

Nickolenko (1993), Leclef (1994), and Stein (1975), brainstorming becomes one of the 

effective tools to solve Nickolenko (1993), Leclef (1994), and Stein (1975), 

brainstorming becomes one of the effective tools to solve problem. The last is a reasoning 

skill. “Reasoning is a process of inference in passing from certain propositions known or 

assumed to be true to other propositions in a sequence” (Walton, 1990). Walton classified 

the reasoning skill into two types. The first is a practical reasoning. Practical reasoning 

will try to put the most important matter into account. The second reasoning skill is 

theoretical reasoning. It seeks out the relevant and real evidence to support the truth or to 

against it. Reasoning becomes the heart of arguments, since debaters must convince the 

adjudicators using as many details as they can. Good details will only be attained, if 

debaters have a good reasoning skill.  
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The similar study was conducted by Sekar Saraswati (2010) in her thesis called 

Difficulties in Constructing Arguments in debate: A Case Study. She did also refer to 

educational debating, or debating that was often used in most of competitions in 

Indonesia or the world level. Indeed she found several things in her findings such as, 

difficulties in defining the problems, difficulties in lending reason, and difficulties in 

proving arguments. However, those reasons only derive from varsity debaters 

participants. In nature, there are several distinctions between senior high debaters and 

varsity debaters. The most essential part of these distinctions lay on their English 

proficiency. Previous study uses three subjects of Satya Wacana University debaters who 

enroll at English department whose English teaching and learning experiences are even 

deeper compare with senior high students. Not to mention that the scope of the debate is 

also different in terms of issue being discussed. Given my experience as a debater, varsity 

debaters often discuss about a high level of topic like geopolitical, socio economic issue 

and all of whom allow debaters to enhance their global knowledge alongside their logic 

of thinking. Given my occupation as a debating coach, I am able to see that senior high 

debaters will commonly discuss about a simple aspects like smoking, prostitution, 

homosexual or drugs. Therefore, I would like to reveal some aspects that are not 

discussed in her study in regards to the dissimilarity between varsity and senior high 

debaters.    

Given the dissimilarity between the varsity and senior high debater, and 

seeing on how argument is a very crucial instrument in the debate, this research worth 

conducting from the very first place. In the end, we can see how senior high debaters and 

varsity debaters may have their own characteristic in debating and in their difficulties.   
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Based on the explanation above, this study will come in handy for some 

stakeholders. For, English Debating Society of Satya Wacana Christian University seems 

to be the sole instrument of debate education for senior high schools in Salatiga. Many of 

its member are often requested to assist particular schools in order to prepare them to face 

debating competitions or as a regular coach. Given my experience as a coach, sharing 

your knowledge is a way more difficult than preserve it for yourself. As  this research 

will give a description of difficulties faced by senior high school debaters while making 

their arguments, this can be a media of ultimate reflection  for a future debating coach so 

that they will be able to take an early or immediate steps to find loopholes to overcome 

those difficulties. Hopefully, it will give enough information and actual reference, thus 

enhance a teaching quality of future teacher in order to create better debaters. 

The finding of this research will surely talk about kinds of difficulty in 

making arguments the senior high school debater may be confronting during their 

preparation prior to the debate. Additionally, I would like to also reveal factors that evoke 

those difficulties as student may have different role of speaker and a different conceptual 

thought. Most importantly, this research also want to find out whether there are 

distinctions of those difficulties and factors between senior high level debater and varsity 

student. In order to archive those matters, there will be two research question emerged 

within this study; what are difficulties encountered by senior high school debaters in 

making arguments; what factors that causes those difficulties

 

 

The Study 
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Context of the study 

This study is conducted in SMA Kristen Satya Wacana Salatiga and SMK Telkom. 

I chose those places because they are the place where all of my participants started and 

finished their study during school days. Therefore, they will not spend too much time and 

energy by going to another place. Furthermore, I used any available class room to 

conduct the debate practice. Afterwards, students were asked to make their daily journal 

in that class as well righ after they finished debating. Students are not allowed to create 

their journal at home in order to make sure the validity of the result. 

Participants 

The participants of this research will be six senior high school debaters regardless 

their year of debating, year of their study, and gender. Basically, I choose those six 

people from different high school, three folks coming from SMK Telkom, and the others 

from SMA LAB Satya Wacana. The reason being is that to gather as many data as 

possible, given that both schools have different experiences in debating. LAB school has 

debated for years; meanwhile SMK Telkom started their debating experience less than 2 

years. Therefore, I would like to find whether there is common ground of difficulties in 

making argument from both school, or difficulties in making argument depends on the 

period of experience each school may have gained. 

Name Grade Gender Name of school Speaker 

position 

Participant A XI-IA Male SMA Kristen 

Satya Wacana 

1st speaker 

Participant B X-3 Female SMA Kristen 

Satya Wacana 

2nd speaker 

Participant C X-4 Female SMA Kristen 3rd speaker 
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Satya Wacana 

Participant D XI Female SMK Telkom 1st speaker 

Participant E XI Male SMK Telkom 2nd speaker 

Participant F X Female SMK Telkom 3rd speaker 

 

Methodology 

. In this case I would like to use qualitative study in order to get a deeper analysis 

for my research. Although a qualitative research is subjective, it is more intuitive and 

deep than a quantitative research (Bouma & Atkinson, 1995). Qualitative study is the 

most appropriate method to be implemented within my study, since the purpose of this 

study does not seek for the frequency or quantity of particular difficulties in making 

arguments. In fact, this study is aimed to look for deep elaborations about what kind of 

difficulties senior high school debaters experienced as well as the factors that emerge 

those difficulties from the very first place. Therefore, since qualitative study allow 

participants to share their elaboration and ideas, it is the most suitable methodology for 

this study. 

Data Collection 

In order to attain a valid and vivid date collection I will ask students to make a 

daily or weekly journal right after they finished debating. This is used as a media for 

students to record their actual experience, since their memories are still fresh. Essentially, 

this information comes from the students themselves. In accordance with Yin (1994), 

Archival records could be useful in some studies since they include service records, 

maps, charts, lists of names, survey data, and even personal records such as diaries The 

next is I would like to use direct observation in order to witness their performance 
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through deferent perspective. Coombes (2001) said an observation provides a chance to 

see what people actually do and say I am going to utilizes several tools like recorder, 

camera, or any means necessary to record their actual performances, since I have a 

premise that their quality or arguments will be a determinant for their performance 

quality. The last is I would like to use a semi structured interview. The question of this 

interview will be based on the data I have collected through students‟ journal and 

interview. The interview is used to find out deeper explanation just in case there are some 

abstract explanations that students cannot elaborate well in their journal.  

Procedures and Data Analysis 

Afterwards, as I receive the data collection from students‟ journal, I will 

classify them based on types of difficulties. Classifying here means that making themes 

for difficulties I have found. Secondly, I will conduct an interview in order to get depth 

information and recognize any abstract terms that students have not explained in their 

journal. For a journal can‟t be a valid tool to gather data. The question of the interview 

will mostly be in a form of “WH” question in regard to what they have written in their 

journal  Interview will also seek more deeply students‟ explanation pertaining to their 

actual performance recorded in the video and try to figure out whether or not their “odd” 

performance is caused by their arguments. The combination of those three kinds of 

analysis are in line with Zimmerman and Wieder (1977), “the „diary interview‟ method is 

useful in accessing phenomena which are not amenable to observation because they are 

unfocused or take place outside set time or environmental boundaries and are likely to be 

altered by the presence of an observer”.  
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Discussion 

   

This study is actually aimed to search any difficulties in making arguments 

experienced by senior high school debaters. Therefore, the focus of this study is to look 

for the type of difficulties in making arguments as well as the factors that emerge those 

difficulties. However, this study will not talk about the strategy they use to overthrow the 

problems, yet simply to find out the type of difficulties and their factors.  

A. Difficulties in preparing the arguments 

As stated previously, the similar study was conducted by Sekar Saraswati in her 

study entitled Difficulties in Constructing Arguments in Debate: A Case Study. However, 

she only found three major difficulties experienced by her participants, such as, difficulty 

in making claim, difficulty in lending reasons, and difficulty in proving arguments. 

Difficulty in preparing arguments is something new that I found from my study. Even if it 

did not appear in Sekar Sarawati‟s study, preparing arguments is also one of major 

aspects that determines the quality of debaters‟ arguments. 

Cunningham et. Al (2007) proposed ways to do an effective case building, such as, 

think-share-discuss, hold togather, and simple third. Think-share-discuss is a method 

that requires debaters to brainstorm their own ideas and then share what they have in 

their mind, in order to enable the other members to analyze, correct or accept his or her 

idea. Following the first way, hold togather is a momment when all members agree in 

certain ideas, as a result of brainstorming, and then develope those particular ideas. 

Simple third, like the previous two ways, has almost the same way, yet the given time to 

brainstorm is longer than the two previous strategies.  
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However, most of the senior high school debaters found it hard to cover everything 

in 30-minute case building. It means that most of the senior high school debaters did not 

do as what Cunningham determined as an effective strategy of doing case building. The 

difficulties that most of the senior high school debaters experienced vary in kind, such as 

problems, in managing time. 

1. Problem with time management 

When debaters are undergoing a case building time, they are chasing with time too. 

Debaters need to be able to allocate the time appropiately and not only concentrating in 

one part or one argument only, since it will seize much more valuable time that is 

supposed to be used to prepare the other things.  

All debaters agreed that managing time in case building was very important. 

Without that skill, they believed, their performance would not be as good as expected 

by the adjudicators or audience, since they would get no confidence to speak.  

Too much times for writting 

The first difficulty in preparing arguments during case building as, one participant 

believes, he spent to much time writing. Debaters are required not to all the time during 

their speech, since it disables them from being able to elaborate clearly what they have 

in mind. Participant A suggested that he found it difficult to be free from his paper. He 

could not speak up his arguments without reading his hand writing. That was why he 

spent much time writing, thus he had no time to look for other arguments. 

Extract 1: Taken from sample A‟s stament (2, March, 2012). This student come 

from SMA Kristen Satya Wacana:  I had to write a lot, since I could deliver my 

arguments without refering to my paper. I would forget what I had to bring if I did not 

look at my hand writing. That was why I needed to write pretty much and quickly in 

creating my arguments. However, in the end, I could have many but very few arguments. 
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According to the answer of participant A, it can be conluded that he also did not 

follow what Cunningham determined as an effective case building proccess. I am affraid 

that he did not use the proccess of think-share-discuss, since he always refered to his 

writting. That was why the developement of his argumentation was not that good.  

Too much time to brainstorm 

According to Fernald & Nickolenko (1993), Leclef (1994), and Stein (1975), 

brainstorming becomes one of the effective tools to solve problem. During the case 

building time, each member of the team spends a few minutes to brainstorm individually. 

Brainstorming is useful to be done during the case building, since there is no interrupting, 

questioning, and attacking of speaker‟s idea from the other members of the team. It 

means, debaters can develop their idea freely and no idea will be missed.  

However, if debaters spend too much on it, it will not be effective at all, since 

they will never reach one solid consensus and remain discussing for most of time. Two of 

the participants agreed that most of their time was used to brainstorm. They tried to find 

out what the real issue was, the appropriate arguments could be, the urgency of the 

motion they might raise. Thus, they gained nothing but confusion. In the end, those three 

participants agreed that what they had done gave them many problems. Participant A 

suggested that, since he did not know the motion very well, he spent too much time in the 

case building to think for his arguments only. Participant B asserted that, even all 

members did not even know about the real issue of the motion.  

Extract 2: Taken from participant A‟s statement (2, March, 2012): Due to the lack 

of information, we do not know what exactly they have to bring during our speech. 

Therefore, during the case building we keep on thinking the background, the definition, 

and the urgency.  
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Extract 3: Taken from participant B‟s statement (2, March, 2012): Case building 

time is not enough. Even if we are provided 30 minutes to conduct a case building, it 

would not be enough. It is because; we waste our time only for thinking. So, we spend too 

much time thinking of the case and arguments we need to bring. Moreover, all three 

members do not completely know the motion, so our time is waste for thinking and talking 

only. 

 

 

According to all participants, even if 30 minutes case building is deemed as the 

proportional time to conduct a case building, it will be counter-productive if debaters do 

not use the time wisely. The answer of two participants I have interviewed prove that the 

lack of information over particular topics would force them to keep thinking about the 

issue. Allocating too much time for brainstorming only, according to them, will make 

their aguments weak, since they did not know what they should bring in their speech. 

Internal distraction 

Another difficulty in preparing arguments during the case building, according 

some of the participants, is their focus. Debaters need focus so that they know the right 

track they have to go through. They need to make sure that every detail of their 

arguments is relevant. In order to achieve that, debaters need to think carefully about their 

case. Therefore, during a case building time, debaters need a moment of tranquility. 

Basically, obstructions can actually come from two sides. First is from the outside. It can 

be about noise, a beautiful girl or a handsome guy passing by, and many other things 

happening during their case building time that will divert their attention.  

However, what two participants affirmed here was the second type of obstacle 

that comes from them. Participant D asserted that her closeness with her friends in the 

team tempted her to chat all the time instead of thinking upon her arguments. Besides, 
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participant E felt that he did not need to concentrate fully on the debate, since he felt that 

he was still very young. This is what participant D and E said during the interview. 

Extract 4: Taken from participant D‟s statements (26, December, 2012):I was not 

so serious during case building. I am so talkative. What I mostly did during the case 

building time was chatting a lot. I do not know, perhaps I and my friend in the team are 

so close, since we spent most of our time in school together. As a result, it needed a long 

time to construct even only one argument, thus the 30-minute provided for us seemed to 

be useless and insufficient. In end, our arguments became so weak, since we did not 

prepare it well. 

 

Extract 5: Taken from participant E‟s statement (26 December, 2012):  Don‟t be 

so surprised. We are just kids. It was so difficult for us to completely concern on one 

thing. Even, when we were conducting case building, there was no way for us not to 

touch cellular phone, laptop, BB (Black Berry). When we were about to write something, 

our hand phone rang, then we prefer replying messages than proceeding to write our 

arguments. At last, we write nothing but very few arguments. 

 

Therefore, according to the answers of these participants, I can conclude that 

everything that happens around them will affect their focus. Meanwhile, while their focus 

is diverted, their arguments will be bad at the same time. Hence, it will be very important 

to make sure that debaters have a silent or quite atmosphere during the case building time 

 

2. Problem with team work. 

Case building means we have to work in team, since we work with two other people. 

As mentioned perviously that the purpose of case building is to create a convergance 

between three different ideas from each member, thus case building requires a solid team 

mate. Each member is highly discouraged to be selfish and egocentric that he or she 

thinks her or his arguments are the best one, thus do not need input from the other 

members. By having such a deed, it will create a condusive atmosphere among all 

members, since all od themr can freely share their idea to the other so that the circulation 

of idea will be quick and no one will blame each other.  
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However, if this condition is not completed, the case will be so different, since each 

member will feel reluctant to share the idea or even will not care upon the others. This is 

what one participant felt during the case building time. Participant C asserted that, she 

once got a team mate who was so selfish, egosentric, and being mr-knows-all pretty 

much. She felt that her team would go down if there was such a mate. 

Extract 6: Taken from participant C‟s statement (2, March, 2012). We supposed to 

discuss everthing, right. We need to know what the other members are thinking about, so 

that we are able to construct a well-structured argument. However, If one of my team 

mate cannot be so cooperative, I would get easily frustated myself. I felt that way because 

she did not even want to share her idea, accept others opinion, and being like mr-knows-

all. Such a condition would let my team go down. 

  

According to sample C, the behavior of one team mate can surely affect the other 

members‟ performance. She suggested that she or the other members should and must 

share their opinion and did not keep it for them self, so the other member would be able to 

know the direction of their case.  

 

B. Difficulties in making claim. 

According to the answers of all participants, claim was the foundation of 

arguments. Making a good claim meant they have an easy way to make a well-elaborated 

argument. However, making a claim was not as easy as reversing their palms of hands. 

They faced difficulties in making claim because it was hard for them to exactly know the 

correct issue of the motion, find the meaning of the motion itself, and to grasp opponents‟ 

argumentations. Of course if they could not find the issue of the motion they were talking 

about, or got the meaning of the words within the motion, and know what their opponents 

are trying to convey, they cannot make any claim for their arguments.  

1. Lack of knowledge to understand the issue 
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Most of participants agreed that knowing the real issue was very important, 

because if they did not know the issue, they would have no confidence with what they 

were about to deliver to the audiences in their split (speech in a debate). All participants 

also stated that it would be difficult to define a problem and find claims because they had 

no knowledge about the motion.  

However, all participants stated that they had no knowledge about the motion. 

Therefore, they could not easily make any claim since they did not know what they 

should bring. Participant A and participant B agreed in one thing that without reading a 

lot, they would have no idea about the issue of the motion, and that was what happened. 

They barely knew about the context of the debate, such as, the country where the debate 

should take place, the problem of the motion, and the subject of the problem. 

Furthermore, participant C stated that the motion they often encountered was so far a 

away from their daily basis, thus she barely had the general depiction of the motion.  

Extract 7: Taken from participant A‟s statement (2, March, 2012): Most of our 

motion comes from outside our country. The problem is, i do not really know about the 

situation or the issue outside my surroundings. For example on the motion, THW give 

maximum caps of water. I do not even know that the real issue was in China. 

 

Extract 8: Taken from participant B‟s statement (2, March, 2012): So when we 

look at the motion, we immediately have no idea about that. We really do not know the 

case, the problem, and the place as well. Thus, we do not know what argument we should 

raise. Well, all of which are due to our lack of knowledge. 

 

Extract 9: taken from participant C‟s statement (2, March, 2012): The motions are 

always outside my daily basis. i have no idea what is exactly going on out there. And that 

is because I never read. 

 

In accordance with all the statements deriving from three sample of LAB high 

school debaters, it can be concluded that reading is the most important matter in 

conducting a debate. Since one of the most important aspects of debate is argument, 
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meanwhile, making a good argument will only be done if debaters often read, then 

reading is inseparable from debate.  

Unlike LAB senior high school debaters, one sample from SMK Telkom high 

school debater, participant E, stated that it was difficult for him to find the meaning of the 

words of the motion. In every debate, debaters commonly encountered unusual jargons 

they rarely meet in their daily basis. Those jargons need to be defined clearly by the 

debaters in order to make a good context of debate. Take for example on the motion, 

“THW impose sanctions toward MNC that fails to execute their CSR”. In this motion, 

debaters need to define clearly what MNC truly is, what CSR in this case really is, and of 

course those dictions are not provided in a dictionary. Participant C said that it was very 

difficult for him to find the meaning of particular jargons. If he did not know the meaning 

of the motion, he would not be able to create coherent arguments. 

Extract 10: Taken from participant E‟s statement (26, December, 2012): It is hard 

for me to make an argument because I do not know the meaning of the worlds. My 

vocabulary is very little. 

 

2. Problem in understanding opponenent’s idea. 

Basically, as mention previously, there are at least three types of debating format, 

Asian, Austral-Asian, and British parliamentary debate. In senior high school debate, the 

most common format of debating is either Asian or Austral Asian, depending on which 

region or university which becomes the host of the tournament. In Asian and Austral 

Asian the role of the speaker are commonly the same. According to D‟cruz as well, only 

first and second speaker can only bring arguments, meanwhile, the job of the third 

speaker is only to give responses or rebuttals toward opponents‟ cases. It can be 

concluded that, responses and rebuttals will be the sole arguments that the third speaker 
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may have. Hence, third speaker need to really pay attention any words, statements, or 

phrases coming from the opponent team carefully, otherwise they will have nothing to 

bring in their speech, since they do not know what to respond.  

Opponent’s speech which is too fast 

What becomes so problematic for all third speakers from senior high school 

debaters I interviewed is dealing with opponents that have very fast speech. All of them 

still found it difficult to comprehend their opponents‟ statement, due to the fast speech of 

their opponents and unclear idea from their opponents‟ arguments. According to some of 

senior high school debaters I interviewed, their English lesson was not intense. They 

needed to take a little time to then absorb English words or statements, and then 

translated them in Indonesian form. Participant C stated that, she found it very difficult to 

absorb opponents‟ statement if they spoke so fast, since she was not able to think both the 

translation and appropriate responds toward her opponent‟s idea.  

Extract 11: Taken from participant F‟s statement ( 26, December, 2012): Take for 

example the motion THBT abortion is human right. In that case, I found it very difficult to 

grasp the big point from my opponents, since they spoke so fast. 

 

From the statement above, it can be concluded that English proficiency does a 

pretty important role in senior high school English debate. Listening skill is completely 

needed in order to able to figure out what other speakers are trying to deliver in their 

speech, their idea, and their case, thus in the end debaters can give a good response to 

that.  

Unclear articulation 

The second difficulty in understanding opponents‟ argument is due to the unclear 

explanation or idea coming from the opponent‟s team. According to one participant from 
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LAB senior high school debaters, speaking is also one of important aspect in debate. This 

relates to the speech delivery of every speaker. According to participant C, who is also a 

third speaker, the clearer the speech of a debater, and the easier for her to make a 

response. However, what she felt was different. She said that the opponent‟s speech was 

unclear, thus she was not able to find the idea from her opponent‟s statements.  

Extract 12: Taken from sample C‟s statement (2, March, 2012): I often have no 

idea what my opponent is trying to say. Their speech was so unclear. I could not make a 

good respond because of that.  

 

According Rottenberg (1998), response is extremely important to find the clash of 

the debate and to determine the winner of the debate, for responses given by any team are 

used to attack their opponents‟ idea. Thus, it can be concluded that once debaters are not 

capable in making a good respond, the debate will not be that good.  

 

C. Difficulties in developing arguments. 

 

In order to win a particular debate, debaters need to make sure that the arguments they 

are about to deliver are solid. They need to explain clearly in what part their arguments 

are correct and why their opponents‟ are wrong. According to Butterworth and Thwaits 

(2005), there are several jargons, which have a similar core element, in order to make it 

easier for new debaters to remember what their arguments should be like, such as, AREL 

(Argument-Reasoning-Example-Link) and SEE (Statement-Elaboration-Evidence). 

Without any of them, many weaknesses shall be found within their ideas.  

However, mostly, the participants I interviewed agreed in one thing that making solid 

arguments was extremely difficult. There are two main difficulties the participants 
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encountered in developing their arguments, like, problem in reasoning and problem in 

expressing ideas clearly. 

1. Problem in reasoning 

According to Walton (1990), reasoning is a proccess of justifying one‟s arguments 

through the use of a collection of premises or syllogism. Giving only a sentence of claim 

will not be adequate to make a team win or lose the debate. Arguments need to be 

supported by elaborated reason, stating why a particular claim is true. In the end, after 

having elaborated their arguments, debaters will obtain a strong claim for the issue. 

Lack of vocabulary 

Based on the answers of my participants, the first difficulties in lending arguments 

lays on the absence of vast vocabulary context. Having many vocabularies is very 

necessary, since many debating competitions held in a particular university or institution 

use English as the media of communication between speakers. Therefore speaking ability 

is needed in order to make a clear speech, so that the idea of particular speakers can be 

delivered well to the adjudicators and the opponent members.  

According to most of my participants, they commonly experienced a difficulty in 

their speaking skill. Therefore, it was difficult for them to express certain ideas within 

their explanation, since they do not know the translation of the words. Participant A and 

C asserted that during the debate, they would have to encounter many unfamiliar words. 

They said that they had to translate words related to judicial system, politics, economy, 

and security, most of which, according to them, were words they never used and met in 

their daily life.  
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 Extract 12: Taken from the statement of participant A ( 2, March, 2012). I just 

know daily English words. I found it very difficult when I have to use english to explain 

something about politics, economy, and many more. 

 

Extract 13: Taken from the statement of participant C (2, March, 2012). 

Sometime, there were words I rarely met and used in my daily basis, yet I had to bring it 

in the debate. Due to the fact that I could not find a proper diction, I would prefer to use 

a simple statement to explain the meaning of one word. However, my explanation became 

so ineffective. 

 

According to the answer of those two participants, I can conclude that debaters 

cannot only rely on their daily English vocabularies only. They need to read or to, at 

least, be familiar with words that relate to many aspects outside their daily basis, such as, 

politics, economics, national security, and many more. They can improve their 

vocabulary context by reading a lot books and article pertaining to those aspects. They 

also have to do more debate practice by using motions related to political, economic, or 

international issues. 

Unlike participant A and C, participant F saw the importance of vocabulary from 

the quality of her arguments and bad psychological outcome she had experienced when 

she tried to deliver that speech. She stated that by having minimum vocabulary, the 

development of her arguments seemed to be weak and not dynamic. Furthermore, she 

implied that when she could not translate one word, she would get so nervous during her 

speech. 

Extract 15: Taken from the statement of participant F (22, December, 2011). 

During my speech, when I could not translate particular words, I would get suddenly 

stuck in the middle of a sentence. Therefore, everything I had embedded in mind was just 

gone away. 

 

According to her answer, the weakness of her speaking skill does affect her 

performance in the debate. Therefore, it is very important for debaters to make sure that 

they have prepared any possible words that they may omit when they are delivering heir 
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speech to avoid such a moment. It can be done by taking some important words or 

sentences debaters may produce within their speech. 

Lastly, participant E said that, it was so difficult for him to distinguish the 

function of words. He found it difficult to determine whether particular words should 

stand as a noun, verb, or adjective. He also asserted that when he could not distinguish 

the function of words the arrangement of his sentences became messed up. 

Extract 14: Taken from the statement of participant E (22, December, 2011). I 

found it difficult to speak in English well. It was so hard for me to know whether a 

particular word had a function as a noun, verb, or adjective. For example the word 

“Agama”, I do not know whether i have to say „religion‟, or „religious‟. 

 

.  

Difficulties in putting aside personal opinion 

The second difficulty is about putting aside personal opinion. What is meant by 

putting personal opinion is that the ability to exclude personal judgment or personal 

interest in making a claim or an argument. In debate, religion and personal point of view 

are strictly forbidden. Like Skorkowsky (1971) stated in British Debating Unions, 

religious issues and personal opinion were forbidden in the debate.  

However, some participants find it difficult to put aside their personal opinion. 

There several reasons I can draw from the answers of my participants pertaining to the 

difficulty in neutralizing personal opinion. The first difficulty in putting aside personal 

opinion is the fact that the information they know before do not support their position. 

Before the debate goes on, debaters will look for any matters from any resources in order 

to be able to know the issue and to prepare their arguments. The information senior high 

school debaters gain will determine the concept of the case in their mind. Unfortunately, 

they mostly find information that support one side, for example the negative side only, 
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thus it will be hard for them to construct the case of the affirmative side. Participants B 

stated that the fact they got did not fully support their case. Thus they thought that it 

would be easier to be on the other side. 

Extract 15: Taken from the statement of participant B (2, March, 2012). Take for 

instance the motion, “THW ban blood sport”; I thought it would be easier for me to be 

the negative side of the house. I was so confused when I became the affirmative team; the 

motion seemed to be in the side of negative team.  

 

The second difficulty in neutralizing personal opinion is the fact that the 

participant is against the motion. Very often debaters will encounter the motion they 

disagree with, yet they have to support it in the same time. Participant D stated that, it 

was very hard for her for supporting the motion since she thought that the motion was 

very cruel. She could not find any arguments due to the fact that her feeling was against 

the motion itself.  

Extract 16: Taken from the statement of participant D (22, December, 2011). 

Sometime I used my heart in the process of making arguments instead to use my logical 

thinking. Thus, the arguments I created were not relevant to the motion. For example 

when it came to the motion “THW establish one family one child policy”, I could not find 

any relevant idea, since I felt so sad thinking on those families who really wanted to have 

more than a child. 

 

Lack of detail 

The third difficulty on giving a reason lies on the fact that the participant is lack of 

details. The existence of detail is highly necessary in order to make well-developed 

arguments. Leki (1991) stated that details could be achieved by two ways. The first was 

from evidence. He asserted that the existence of example was to give a valid illustration 

in order to make debaters‟ arguments stronger, since it was supported by the real issue. 

The second way was from a logical thinking. According to him, a conclusion should be 

preceded by a group of premises. Premises are required to prove that a particular 
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conclusion is true. Thus, debaters are demanded to produce complete premises to make 

sure that their claim for particular issue is correct. 

However, according one participant, showing details within his arguments was not 

an easy job. Participant A asserted that his arguments were often weak according to the 

adjudicators. He felt that he never gave good details within his argument, since he was 

not able to find any example or logic within his arguments. 

Extract 17: Taken from the statement of participant A (2, March, 2012). Basically, 

I do realize that the truths of arguments need to be proven from the very first place by 

explaining the detail and the whole explanation of it. Nevertheless, it was very hard for 

me to find the details, since I lack of evidence and I could not think logically to prove the 

truth of my claim.  

 

Based on the participant A‟s answer, I can refer back to the notion of the 

importance of reading. He said that he lacked of evidence, so he could not give details on 

his arguments. Meanwhile, the only way to get adequate evidence for arguments is by 

reading a lot. Reading can allow debaters to be able enhance their arguments by proving 

that there is presedence that support their argument. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 The purpose of this study was to identify the difficulties in making arguments 

encountered by senior high school students. The result of this study showed that there 

were three major difficulties in making arguments that senior high school debaters 

experienced. They are difficulties in arguments preparation, difficulties in making claim, 

and difficulties in developing arguments. Difficulties in arguments preparation took place 

prior to the debate or its commonly called case building time. In this phase, senior high 

school debaters faced a moment when they could not completely make use of the time 

given to construct their arguments. Difficulty in making claim is, furthermore, a condition 
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when senior high school cannot did not know what they should bring within their case. 

Lastly, difficulty in developing arguments is a condition when senior high school 

debaters already had a claim, yet were unable to explain and expand their claim.  

 The findings reported the importance of helping students develop their ability to 

be more focused, to think critically, and read a lot of references as their sources of 

arguments. Those aspects are very essential for senior high school debaters, since all of 

my participants found it difficult o construct their arguments as they lack of critical 

thinking, focus, and references. My participants could not have sufficient information to 

support and make their claim due to the fact that they were too lazy to read materials. 

They also found it difficult to construct their arguments due to the lack of focus during 

their case building time. They allocate much of their time chatting and dealing with their 

gadgets. Moreover, my participant also lack of critical thinking that disable them to 

elaborate their ideas. Hence, future coaches are expected to implant those three aspects in 

senior high school debaters‟ mind by creating more practices or activities. For senior high 

school debaters, this research can be very useful in giving many insights about what will 

happen if they do not fulfill those three aspects. In the end, it will raise the awareness of 

students over the importance critical thinking, focus, and reading. This research can be a 

preemptive way to avoid bad results caused by the absence of those three aspects. 

        Despite the findings, the research has certain limitations. First, the interview 

was conducted only with six senior high school debaters from two different schools.. 

This, to a certain extent, affects the reliability and validity of the data. Therefore, a wider 

scale of study is highly recommended for future studies. For example, data can be 

collected during the competition day in which many senior high school debaters from 
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various schools come. Secondly, the time spent in conducting the research was pretty 

short. This influenced in the richness of the data collected. Future study may use longer 

time of research to gain stronger and richer. 

Looking ahead, more research is needed to investigate how senior high school 

debaters deal with their difficulties in making arguments. Individual learning style may 

demonstrate what strategies are used to whip out difficulties in making arguments. There 

is also a clear need to investigate empirically the importance of teaching important 

strategies and studying the impact of the strategies on senior high school debaters‟ 

capability in making arguments. Simply knowing the difficulties of course is not enough. 

An investigation into the use of such strategies is certain to shed new light on the issues 

investigated; thereby revealing important  new  solution  of  what  debaters  should  do  

when  they  face difficulties in making arguments.  
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